APA vigil emphasizes need for strong Asian voice on campus

Best-selling author says programming, education are vital

By Jasmin Lapaas

The Asian perspective faces a constant struggle for recognition, according to many members of the Asian American community.

And on the second night of Asian American Week, the fight to make the Asian experience visible was back on the radar at a vigil on College Green.

A group of about 300 people gathered on College Green Tuesday night to remember in solidarity Asian American University graduate Helen Hayslip, who was murdered in a hate crime on May 14.

Addressing a group of 160 standing author and co-author of the "Hayslip" book, Adrienne Klembara, a College senior, said the story of Hayslip is dramatized in Oliver Stone's film "Heaven and Earth," which is based on her autobiography "Child of War, Woman of Peace." Klembara said Hayslip is the group's "poster child" because "she has received her life of 'peace and triumph.'"

"We have been tortured for one, but was one of the fortunate ones to escape," Klembara said. "But sometimes I feel like Vietnamese is still going to war... just because I am a woman, my life is going to be war." Although Hayslip faced a life of war, her spirit was undeterred. She decided to become a nurse and continue to help others.

"Throughout her life, Hayslip faced all these things," said Emily Jones, a senior at University of Pennsylvania College of Medicine. "She made a mark on the world and she was a model for all of us." Jones added that Hayslip is allowed to be a model for all of us.

"Her death was a shock," said Klembara. "But we need to remember her story."

"There are so many stories out there," said Jones. "She was a symbol of peace and her story is an inspiration to us all."

"There is a lot of work that needs to be done to prevent these kinds of attacks," said Jones. "We need to raise awareness and advocate for change."

"There are so many stories out there," said Klembara. "She was a model for all of us."
CAMPUS EVENTS

By Mark Flors

Princehonts honors 250th anniv.

Princeton University will celebrate its 250th anniversary with formal events and festivities throughout the weekend.

In addition to Princeton’s speech, Richard C. Holowowic, chancellor of Brown, will deliver a keynote address. Holowowic will lead into the conversation with a discussion of the anniversary — including the university’s role in making society better. The conversation will be followed by a keynote address by Princeton’s president, Christopher Eisgruber.

TheDally Pennsylvanian is an independent, student-written and -managed newspaper published by The Daily Pennsylvanian, Inc. for the University of Pennsylvania community. The newspaper’s content, comments, and opinions are the property of the student authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the University of Pennsylvania. No other parties are in any way responsible for the newspaper’s content. All inquiries or examination and vacation periods. The Dally Pennsylvanian is available free of charge, one day in advance of the publication date.
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Clinical law program celebrates new home

By Suzanne Albers

Before Penn Law School's Clinical Program was founded 20 years ago, emerging lawyers were often railroaded into the inclusions and technicalities of the law rather than learning how to work with actual clients. Now, the 115 clinical graduates are able to put into practice the many theories they've been learning in the classroom.

The School dedicated the Gittis Center for Clinical Legal Studies, a new permanent home for the vital program. It really brings a state-of-the-art facility to what was already a first-rate educational program," said Clinical Instructor Colleen Coonley.

Law School alumnus Howard Gittis and his wife, Mary, contributed $1 million to the law school to establish the Gittis Center for Clinical Legal Studies. The Gittis Center is the centerpiece of the new 14,000 square foot space for the Law School Clinical program. The Center is named for the former Penn Law Professor and law school alumnus Howard Gittis, who has worked together with the School of Social Work for many years.

Gittis said this is the most important award she will receive today. "The community is an even better award than the one she will receive today. The students and clients described their experiences of the things we need today," said Coonley.

The opening of the Gittis Clinical Law program celebrates new home

The move is an even better award for the students of color," Ramos added that she thinks the program was "the greatest way we can bridge theoretical knowledge and the interesting issues of hate crimes, but McCoullum said the issue gained national importance of health care reform, besides the reasons that online colleges can provide support to penn and serving as a prominent company.

Ten years ago, women could not walk through the center of campus without being harassed by catcalls and racial epithets, according to Penn Women's Center Director Elena DiLapi, who has worked together with the School of Social Work for many years.

"I'm not a big supporter of this new location -- women are no longer uncomfortable while walking through campus," she said.

Social Work Professor Anu Rao, who founded the first University Program was founded 20 years ago, explained that the program becomes a permanent home in its original building.

"We have finally built an important space for the Law School Clinical program," said Law School Dean Patricia Frenkel.

He added that he considers this the "best way we can bridge theory to practice." But Frenkel explained that the clinical program goes beyond its history and showed a video titled "Take from the Clinic," in which both former students and clients described their experience.

Frenkel took the attendees through a history of clinical law education at both the University and the entire country.

He explained how various developments led to the mid-1970s when "the first serious attempt at what we know today as clinical education occurred." However, the program, which was initially titled "Legal Aid," moved from Lewis Hall, moved to some Law School residential facilities, and finally found a permanent home in its original building.

"I think it's fabulous to have the Human Relations Commission give this award to the Penn community," said Social Work Professor Anu Rao, who founded the first University Program was founded 20 years ago, explaining that the program becomes a permanent home in its original building.

The Women's Center offers many support services to the residents of West Philadelphia, including counseling services. "I'm being honored for her recognition that the Women's Center's excellence in the area of women's health care reform, besides the reasons that online colleges can provide support to penn and serving as a prominent company."

"The awards ceremony will take place at 10:45 a.m. today at the Penn-

human relations commission honors women's ctr. officials

Still adjusting to the center's opening, Lucy Dill said the move is in an even better award for the students of color," Ramos added that she thinks the program was "the greatest way we can bridge theoretical knowledge and the interesting issues of hate crimes, but McCoullum said the issue gained national importance of health care reform, besides the reasons that online colleges can provide support to penn and serving as a prominent company.

Ten years ago, women could not walk through the center of campus without being harassed by catcalls and racial epithets, according to Penn Women's Center Director Elena DiLapi, who has worked together with the School of Social Work for many years.

"I'm not a big supporter of this new location -- women are no longer uncomfortable while walking through campus," she said.

Social Work Professor Anu Rao, who founded the first University Program was founded 20 years ago, explained that the program becomes a permanent home in its original building.

"We have finally built an important space for the Law School Clinical program," said Law School Dean Patricia Frenkel.

He added that he considers this the "best way we can bridge theory to practice." But Frenkel explained that the clinical program goes beyond its history and showed a video titled "Take from the Clinic," in which both former students and clients described their experience.

Frenkel took the attendees through a history of clinical law education at both the University and the entire country.

He explained how various developments led to the mid-1970s when "the first serious attempt at what we know today as clinical education occurred." However, the program, which was initially titled "Legal Aid," moved from Lewis Hall, moved to some Law School residential facilities, and finally found a permanent home in its original building.

"I think it's fabulous to have the Human Relations Commission give this award to the Penn community," said Social Work Professor Anu Rao, who founded the first University Program was founded 20 years ago, explaining that the program becomes a permanent home in its original building.

The Women's Center offers many support services to the residents of West Philadelphia, including counseling services. "I'm being honored for her recognition that the Women's Center's excellence in the area of women's health care reform, besides the reasons that online colleges can provide support to penn and serving as a prominent company."

"The awards ceremony will take place at 10:45 a.m. today at the Penn-
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people could provide the Trustees with more objective opinions on the campus community, said Kaul, former chairperson of the Trustees Executive Committee.

"It goes both ways," he said. "The community gets access to Penn's resources, and the University people get real-life experience. Both sides are suited to revitalize its community beyond the campus community."
Engineering dean welcomes M&T frosch

By Paula Odysso "The University's new emphasis on interdisciplinary studies signals a revolution in our curricular programming, mustered many students and faculty members. The trend began with the Management and Technology program in 1972. The Wharton School of Business and the College of Arts and Sciences, the M&T program gives students the opportunity to study in two diverse fields that are increasingly becoming more intertwined — technology and business."

Director William Hamilton, who teaches in both the Wharton and Engineering schools, said the program leaves little room for M&T students because of the preparation they receive as undergraduates. Wharton and Engineering freshmen Mona Mahajan said she was honored to be seated at the dean's table. "The length of someone's sitting at the dean's status would go to make us feel welcome says a lot about the school's character." Mahajan added. Farrington noted that casual interaction among students and faculty allow students to feel comfortable in an academic environment that could otherwise be intimidating. Since he began hosting similar events for Wharton and Engineering students in the Engineering school in 1990, almost faculty members within his school have followed suit. Student art exhibit opens at Pi Lam The Artist Guild opened its student art show yesterday night at Pi Lambda Phi. The art show will travel to the Wharton House next week.

Basketball

VITALE from page 1

Basketball has been very simple — to do whatever I can with energy and excitement." He remembered the crowd that everyone by virtue of attendance, by virtue of having Penn, was a "true fan" achievement." And Wade echoed memories from his childhood when he spoke about "You're not special if you have either a positive or detrimental effect as achievement. "If you think you're mediocre, you're mediocre," he said. "If you think you're special, you're special." And his motivational tone seemed to have either a positive or detrimental effect as achievement. The speech was very inspiring," one in attendance, by virtue of attendance, by virtue of having Penn, was a "true fan" achievement." And Wade echoed memories from his childhood when he spoke about "You're not special if you have either a positive or detrimental effect as achievement. "If you think you're mediocre, you're mediocre," he said. "If you think you're special, you're special." And his motivational tone seemed to have either a positive or detrimental effect as achievement. The speech was very inspiring," one in attendance. "He made me realize my goals and doctrines were largely undefined and isolated."

Suicide

CHANGE from page 1

"If you think you're mediocre, you're mediocre," he said. "If you think you're special, you're special." And his motivational tone seemed to have either a positive or detrimental effect as achievement. The speech was very inspiring," one in attendance. "He made me realize my goals and doctrines were largely undefined and isolated."
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The bottom 10 percent of average income drop during the Bush and Clinton eras. Combining the loss of income with the value of government programs and maybe the poor aren't getting poorer, but of a very steady. Mr. Politician is compassionate? You decide.
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Kathy Change, in life and death

Tuesday morning in my Deviance and Social Control class, I was discussing Emile Durkheim's 1897 book, Suicide. I tried to drive home one of Durkheim's arguments by challenging the class with a rhetorical question: "If your grandparents or great-grandparents were sitting in this room today, would you dare to look at them and say that they would be willing to die in defense of their beliefs, or not?" Many students indicated they would not. I asked them why and what principles so precious to you that you would give your life in their defense?"

Durkheim's landmark 1897 book, Suicide, is the primary source of the arguments I was making to drive home one of Durkheim's arguments. In his book, Durkheim explores the reasons why some people choose to die and others do not. He argues that the suicide rate is influenced by factors such as social integration, spiritual beliefs, and the conformity of a person's social group.

The book has significant implications for understanding the dynamics of society, and it has been influential in the development of sociology as a discipline. Durkheim's ideas have been used to explain the rise and fall of social movements, the impact of religion on society, and the nature of altruism.

It is convenient to consider Change's challenge, the challenge of human behavior, the challenge of human sacrifice. What is it you would sacrifice your time and effort for? If you were to commit suicide, would it be for your beliefs, your family, your friends, your country, or your ideals? What is it you would sacrifice your time and effort for, if you were to commit suicide? Would it be for your beliefs, your family, your friends, your country, or your ideals?

The book has significant implications for understanding the dynamics of society, and it has been influential in the development of sociology as a discipline. Durkheim's ideas have been used to explain the rise and fall of social movements, the impact of religion on society, and the nature of altruism.
**Weather**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Today</th>
<th>Tomorrow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sunny and pleasant, high 96.</td>
<td>Mix of clouds and sun, high 98.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**World**

**Money**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currency</th>
<th>Exchange Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dollar</td>
<td>5922.48 - 48.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euro</td>
<td>1277.00 - 08.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pound</td>
<td>1490.83 - 03.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yen</td>
<td>702.39 - 48.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Compiled from Associated Press Dispatches**

**Friday, October 25, 1996**

**TWAG CEO announces resignation**

**Jeffrey Erickson**

"I have decided that it is time for me to move on." 

Erickson said that advance and premarket fuel probes, representing about 49 percent more than it did at the same time in the second quarter, of its average, could not be legally backed. Word of Erickson's resignation came as the Chinese government was facing a possible setback. The government had closed down 373 of its plants on a national scale.

**Defying Vatican, Polish Parliament legalizes Abortion**

**Alexander Kwasienski**

**WARSZAWA, Poland—Standing with women's rights activists over the Vatican's opposition, the lower house of Poland's parliament passed a bill yesterday that legalizes abortion in Poland's strict anti-abortion law.**

**Early this month, the upper chamber, the Senate, voted to end the ban. The lower chamber passed the bill after arguments by women's movements and their supporters that the ban was unconstitutional.**

But the lower chamber passed the bill's text, which will make it easier for women to access legal abortion. The law is expected to come into force by the end of the year. It is estimated that about 10 million women in Poland use unsafe, illegal abortion procedures each year.

**Gene test predicting breast cancer to be sold**

**Scientists already have found genes that, when mutated, can cause everything from cancer in smokers to Alzheimer's disease.**

**The government has not yet decided whether to regulate these tests. The task force, funded by Genomic Diagnostic Corporation of America, was set up in 1994 to evaluate the safety of genetic testing.**

**Erickson ander something, "We are headed for an 85 percent chance of eventually getting breast cancer in women."**

**But Perot said, "I steal your car and put it back. It makes me happy and happy at the same time."**

**Defying Vatican, Polish Parliament legalizes Abortion**

**WARSAW, Poland—Standing with women's rights activists over the Vatican's opposition, the lower house of Poland's parliament passed a bill yesterday that legalizes abortion in Poland's strict anti-abortion law.**

**Earlier this month, the upper chamber, the Senate, voted to end the ban. The lower chamber passed the bill after arguments by women's movements and their supporters that the ban was unconstitutional.**

But the lower chamber passed the bill's text, which will make it easier for women to access legal abortion. The law is expected to come into force by the end of the year. It is estimated that about 10 million women in Poland use unsafe, illegal abortion procedures each year.
The Quakers head to Brown this weekend, as they seek to continue their winning streak of the season. Heading off to Brown, the Quakers have recorded three wins in a row, and are currently riding a winning streak of two games.

Brown's last three losses to the Quakers have been by a total score of 71-48, which has given the Quakers a dominant advantage in the series. The Quakers have won all three games, and are looking to continue their winning streak against Brown.

Despite the recent success against Brown, the Quakers are not taking anything for granted. As they prepare for the game, they are focusing on their own game plan and making sure they execute it perfectly.

For the Quakers, it is all about meeting the challenge of the game and coming out on top. The team is confident in their abilities and is ready to take on Brown and prove their worth.

In summary, the Quakers are looking forward to the game against Brown and are determined to secure another win in a row. With their winning streak on the line, the team is ready to face the challenge and come out victorious.

Lwt. Football to take on Cornell

By Justin Fial

The Penn lightweight football team fixed some personnel changes in hope of rebounding from a miserable season a year ago. Heading off to Brown this weekend, the Quakers have recorded three wins in a row, and are currently riding a winning streak of two games.

Despite the recent success against Brown, the Quakers are not taking anything for granted. As they prepare for the game, they are focusing on their own game plan and making sure they execute it perfectly.

For the Quakers, it is all about meeting the challenge of the game and coming out on top. The team is confident in their abilities and is ready to take on Brown and prove their worth.

In summary, the Quakers are looking forward to the game against Brown and are determined to secure another win in a row. With their winning streak on the line, the team is ready to face the challenge and come out victorious.

W. Soccer will go for first-ever victory over Brown tomorrow

By Heather Reardon

Coming off Tuesday’s victory over Lehigh, the Quakers are ready to take on Brown in their last home game of the season. With a current record of 4-5-1 in the Ivy League and 6-6-2 overall, the Quakers hope to even up their league record, which would be the first time they have accomplished a feat in one season.

Brown has struggled mightily this season, with a 1-3-2 record and 5-9-3 overall. The Quakers will have the advantage in personnel, and the home field will be a factor in their favor.

The Quakers will be looking for their first victory over Brown since 1997. With a win over the Bears, the Quakers would move up to 2-3-0 in the Ivy League and 5-6-3 overall.

In summary, the Quakers are looking forward to the game against Brown and are determined to secure their first victory over the Bears in several years. With their home field advantage, the Quakers are confident in their abilities and are ready to take on Brown and prove their worth.

In summary, the Quakers are looking forward to the game against Brown and are determined to secure their first victory over the Bears in several years. With their home field advantage, the Quakers are confident in their abilities and are ready to take on Brown and prove their worth.
### FOR RENT

#### PeachTree

- **Description:** clean, quiet, secure housing in University City
- **Contact:** call Demetri @ 222-4066
- **Address:** 4039 Chestnut St., Suite 102
- **City:** Philadelphia
- **Zip Code:** 19130
- **Phone:** 215-363-3350

#### CHESTNUT HALL

- **Description:** Chestnut Hall currently has limited number of apartments available to start now through the end of the year.
- **Efficiencies:** from $530
- **Studios:** from $566
- **One Bedrooms:** from $590

#### CHESTNUT HALL

- **Description:** 3000 Chestnut Street
- **Contact:** 215-367-9900 or 215-363-0333
- **Website:** www.ucrealty.com

---

### CLASSIFIED LINE AD RATES

- **Regular line classified ads are priced by the number of words.**
- **Proofs are not supplied for classified ads.**
- **NOTES:** There is a 10-word minimum on all classified ads.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Type</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>$8.80/&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Display (boxed)</td>
<td>$235/&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DEADLINES & PAYMENT

- **AD DEADLINES:**
  - Regular ads (new, changes, cancellations): 12:00 midday, one business day preceding publication.
  - Classified Display ads (new, changes, cancellations): 5:00 p.m., two business days preceding publication.
- **PAYMENT:**
  - Classified ads must be paid in full at the time of placement. None will be billed. No refunds are given for canceled classified ads. All payments must be cash, check or MasterCard express card.

---

### FRIDAY EVENING OCTOBER 25, 1996

**T.V. NETWORKS**

- For Programming Information, contact Channel 6, Channel 7, and Channel 31.
- For Information regarding The Wizard of Oz, contact 215-324-9100.
- For Information regarding The Exorcist, contact 215-784-3900.
- For Information regarding The Lord of the Rings, contact 215-236-3350.
- For Information regarding The Wizard of Oz, contact 215-784-3900.
- For Information regarding The Exorcist, contact 215-236-3350.
- For Information regarding The Lord of the Rings, contact 215-236-3350.

---

### CLASSIFIED AD COPY

- **FOR RENT**
- **FOR SALE**
- **SERVICES**
- **DM PERSONALS**
- **NBC**
- **COM**
- **50**
- **44**
- **PRSM**
- **A3E**
- **30134**
- **doctor who does surgery in a body equipped with a heart**
- **for leasing now through Sept.**
- **12**
- **17**
- **E**
- **K**
- **T**
- **T**
- **F**
- **S**
- **S9**
- **43**
- **40th & Pine**
- **13|Front»|ne**
- **Wie Heat ot the Night Gatee learns I**
- **Supermarket Sweep**
- **toeing antertettei "ids tern* aa a pro wresttr. PG" (Adut language)
- **Dream On Toby Hack**
- **a'**
- **V-**
- **MPBMN**
- **Hy**
- **you want the ad to run, your name & phone number, your E-mail advertislng@dp.upenn.edu**
- **credit card number with expiration date and your name as it name and phone number, and your payment (check or your credit card number with expiration date) for the convenience of a liftli Rise**
- **Wine & Swi**
- **BMtente: World Doubles Champ Semifinals     I Boxing Aaron Davis vs Tony Marshal**
- **Movie * * . • -air Cnar" (1900. Comedy) Gene Wilder &lard Pryor. Geftrg Stantad Brown**
- **vartan vampire chews up Britoh society**
- **alter (R)**
- **Movie * * -Roommatee- (1996, Comedy Drama) Peter Ft*. OB. Sweeney, JuUrme Moore A**
- **(.01) Sighting!**
- **Headry A boy torces togetiernen upon hie estranged talher. W (Adult language)**
- **Welcome to your Alan H. Klein Apartment**
- **-girl 6" (1996. Drama) Theresa Ran* rwah Waahinolon. Sp**
- **Lee A phone-sex Movie •..-TheManchurlan**
- **3900 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. PA 19104**
- **24 Hour Emergency Maintenance**
- **PLEASE CALL 386-3350.**
- **50**
- **44**
- **PRSM**
- **A3E**
- **30134**
- **doctor who does surgery in a body equipped with a heart**
- **for leasing now through Sept.**
- **12**
- **17**
- **E**
- **K**
- **T**
- **T**
- **F**
- **S**
- **S9**
- **43**
- **40th & Pine**
- **13|Front»|ne**
- **Wie Heat ot the Night Gatee learns I**
- **Supermarket Sweep**
- **toeing antertettei "ids tern* aa a pro wresttr. PG" (Adut language)
- **Dream On Toby Hack**
- **a'**
- **V-**
- **MPBMN**
- **Hy**
- **you want the ad to run, your name & phone number, your E-mail advertislng@dp.upenn.edu**
- **credit card number with expiration date and your name as it name and phone number, and your payment (check or your credit card number with expiration date) for the convenience of a liftli Rise**
- **Wine & Swi**
- **BMtente: World Doubles Champ Semifinals     I Boxing Aaron Davis vs Tony Marshal**
- **Movie * * . • -air Cnar" (1900. Comedy) Gene Wilder &lard Pryor. Geftrg Stantad Brown**
- **vartan vampire chews up Britoh society**
- **alter (R)**
- **Movie * * -Roommatee- (1996, Comedy Drama) Peter Ft*. OB. Sweeney, JuUrme Moore A**
- **(.01) Sighting!**
- **Headry A boy torces togetiernen upon hie estranged talher. W (Adult language)**
- **Welcome to your Alan H. Klein Apartment**
- **-girl 6" (1996. Drama) Theresa Ran* rwah Waahinolon. Sp**
- **Lee A phone-sex Movie •..-TheManchurlan**
- **3900 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. PA 19104**
- **24 Hour Emergency Maintenance**
- **PLEASE CALL 386-3350.**
Sportswire

Game Recaps

Petitie tosses 8 1/3 innings of shutout ball as Yankees 2-3 Series lead

ATLANTA — Joe Torre has had the magic touch at Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium since the night games, wadded it up and tossed it in some dump

NHL

Game 5. Result: Three straight wins and a chance

Strawberry and his broken toe in right.

their places. He sat Paul O'Neill and stuck Darryl
tearing their stadium down.

Game 4.

would the next night by getting three hits as the
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QB OR NOT QB: BAGNOLI FINALLY DECIDES

Quakers host tennis Classic

Penn will face the country's elite players at tourney
By Jon Singer
The Daily Pennsylvania

Over the Penn Conference Classic, the Quakers have missed the chance to face some of the best tennis programs in the country. Penn will compete along with 20 players, each of whom will be present this weekend at the Levy Tennis Pavilion beginning at 9 a.m. to day.

M. Tennis
9 a.m. at Penn Classic Levy Pav.

The Penn Conference Classic, one of the nation's top tennis tournaments of the year, will take place this weekend. In total, 88 players from several of the best tennis programs in the country will compete against each other. The tournament is divided into six sections, each of which will have eight players. The tournament is divided into six sections, each of which will have eight players. The tournament is divided into six sections, each of which will have eight players. The tournament is divided into six sections, each of which will have eight players.

The tournament begins with the opening round on Thursday. The tournament will continue on Friday, with the finals on Saturday. The tournament will conclude with the award ceremony on Sunday.

The Quakers have been very successful in recent years, winning the Ivy League title last year. The Quakers have also had several players rank in the top 10 in the country this year.

The tournament is a great event for Penn, as it gives the Quakers a chance to compete against some of the best tennis programs in the country. The tournament is also a great opportunity for the Quakers to gain exposure to some of the best tennis programs in the country.

The Quakers are one of the best programs in the country, and they will be looking to continue their success this weekend. The Quakers will be looking to compete against some of the best players in the country, and they will be looking to make a strong showing in the tournament.

The tournament will be a great opportunity for the Quakers to gain exposure to some of the best tennis programs in the country. The tournament will also be a great opportunity for the Quakers to compete against some of the best players in the country, and they will be looking to make a strong showing in the tournament.

The tournament will conclude with the award ceremony on Sunday.

The Quakers have been very successful in recent years, winning the Ivy League title last year. The Quakers have also had several players rank in the top 10 in the country this year.

The tournament is a great event for Penn, as it gives the Quakers a chance to compete against some of the best tennis programs in the country. The tournament is also a great opportunity for the Quakers to gain exposure to some of the best tennis programs in the country.

The Quakers will be looking to compete against some of the best players in the country, and they will be looking to make a strong showing in the tournament.

The tournament will be a great opportunity for the Quakers to gain exposure to some of the best tennis programs in the country. The tournament will also be a great opportunity for the Quakers to compete against some of the best players in the country, and they will be looking to make a strong showing in the tournament.

The tournament will conclude with the award ceremony on Sunday.
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The tournament is a great event for Penn, as it gives the Quakers a chance to compete against some of the best tennis programs in the country. The tournament is also a great opportunity for the Quakers to gain exposure to some of the best tennis programs in the country.

The Quakers will be looking to compete against some of the best players in the country, and they will be looking to make a strong showing in the tournament.

The tournament will be a great opportunity for the Quakers to gain exposure to some of the best tennis programs in the country. The tournament will also be a great opportunity for the Quakers to compete against some of the best players in the country, and they will be looking to make a strong showing in the tournament.

The tournament will conclude with the award ceremony on Sunday.